
EaseUS Launches the official release of Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 9.8  

 

EaseUS blazes new trials of Mac data recovery – Data Recovery Wizard for Mac v9.8, including the 

latest technician edition for service provider and IT admin, capable of getting lost data back from 

disk images safely with refined UI design for better user experience. Fully compatible with all new 

features of Mac OS X EI Capitan, the new 9.8 version caters to users’ usual practices such as 

familiar real time notes in notification center and quick preview. 

 

 

 

EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 9.8, recognized as a cornerstone software utility, makes its 

debut after a long-term development and testing. The full-fledged v9.8 data recovery tool for Mac 

takes advantage of reliable & safe data security technology to retrieve deleted, formatted, 

inaccessible or corrupted data from Mac notebooks, Mac desktops, digital devices or storage 

media (such as SD card, memory card, USB drive, external hard drive).  

 

According to several relevant surveys, data recovery from original hard drives also causes to 37% 

calamitous data destructions at an exploding growth in quantities. IT professionals alert users who 

get used to do such things of highly error-prone chances that a number of files are susceptible to 

this improper operation and the situation may be worsened by potential hazard of data loss for 

http://fr.easeus.com/mac-data-recovery-software/


damages to original hard disk. Under such circumstance, it’s much possible for users to suffer 

severe data disaster and render the whole recovery procedure ineffective on a fairly regular basis. 

EaseUS v9.8 Mac data recovery wizard offers a secure way to detect lost files through disk images 

to avoid direct processing on original hard drive and affecting intrinsic data structure. In essence, 

data recovery is offloaded to efficient operating on images of the original disk. Meanwhile, 

another advantage is to take sector-level backup plans as an active defense. Hence, for most users 

in the dumps of data loss, it’s pretty much trouble free and cost-effective. Besides, incident logging 

of v9.8 allow users to track changes to data in real-time. Especially for RAW recovery, more files 

types support is an upgrade for premium recovering effects. 

 

The originality and simplicity of EaseUS v9.8 Mac data recovery software are reflected in unique UI 

design of fluid graphics performance in Mac style. All the recoverable files are displayed with their 

file name, size, time and original path in a tree-view to enable users to filter and specify target files 

in a flash.  

 

EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard for Mac 9.8 available at: 

http://fr.easeus.com/mac-data-recovery-software/ 

About EaseUS Software 

EaseUS provides professional IT solutions for home, education and SMB users, service providers in 

data recovery, backup, system optimization and partition manager on both Windows and Mac 

platforms. Founded in 2004, EaseUS has established itself as a fast-growing international company 

with over 100,000,000 wonderful users in the world. For more information, please visit 

http://fr.easeus.com/. 

"EaseUS" is registered trademark of CHENGDU Yiwo Tech Development Co., Ltd. 
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